
IN F O R MA T IO N
P A C K E T

AN  INDEPENDENT GLFHD AGENCY



STATEMENT OF VALUES
Ownership   We make and stick to a schedule and a plan. We don't accept excuses from 
ourselves or each other. We do what others won't, so we can have what others can't.

Growth   We improve daily in our work. We improve daily outside of work. We set goals 
that force us to grow, and we are accountable to the necessary activities.

Service   We serve our clients by studying, being prepared, and showing up whether we 
feel like it or not. We serve each other by willingly giving of our time, knowledge, and 
resources. We pay it forward.

ABOUT US

Altitude Group was established in 2013 and 
is one of 22 independent agencies that 
exclusively represent Globe Life Family 
Heritage Division across the country. Globe 
Life has existed since 1900 and as a Fortune 
600 Company, they currently have $23 
billion dollars in total assets and their ticker 
symbol on the NYSE is GL. Globe Life is the 
official life insurance of the Dallas Cowboys, 
owns the naming rights to the Texas 
Rangers' stadium, and is a sponsor partner 
of FC Dallas as well. 

We're very proud as a company to have an A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau, an A+ 
(Superior) rating with A.M. Best, and many Stevie Awards over the past 2 decades. 

Currently, Altitude works with agents across approximately 22 different states and has grown new 
sales an average of 32% per year over the last 10 years. We have never had a down year, and we 
are currently a Top 2 sales organization in the company in terms of annual revenue from new 
sales. Altitude is currently the 2023 Agency Of The Year.

STATEMENT OF MISSION

"To provide the freedom and resources for the 
people we work w ith to accomplish their 
goals, pursue their passions, and be rewarded 
according to the posit ive impact  they make in 
the l ives of others."



MAKING AN IMPACT



Li fe Happens, We Can HELP!

Why EMPLOYEES love Globe Life Family Heritage:

- 100% of your premiums (minus claims) are REFUNDED tax-free when coverage is not needed.
- Cash benefits are PAID DIRECTLY TO YOU to use for whatever you need.
- Your benefits are paid IN ADDITION to any other insurance you have.
- There are NO CAPS and NO LIFETIME LIMITS on the total amount of benefits payable.
- Premiums start at a LOW RATE of $30/month for individual policies and $41/month for families.
- Your premium DOES NOT INCREASE with age, claims, employment status, or change in residency.

Why EMPLOYERS love Globe Life Family Heritage:
- Benefits are free to offer with NO ADMINISTRATIVE OR ENROLLMENT COSTS
- Individually billed = NO PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS (seasonal and part-time employees are eligible 

to participate)
-  STANDARDIZED PRICING regardless of business size or industry type
- Professional and KNOWLEDGEABLE AGENTS representing industry-leading products
- Available to both INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES with or without an active benefits package
- Policies work IN CONJUNCTION with all insurance providers

home.globelifeinsurance.com/familyheritage/home.com

IF YOU WERE HURT OR SICK AND COULDN'T WORK, 
WOULD YOU NEED EXTRA CASH COMING IN? 

Please visit the Globe Life Family Heritage website below and don't hesitate to call if you have any questions. 
We are looking forward to helping your company offer exceptional benefits without adding costs.

http://www.familyheritagelife.com
http://www.familyheritagelife.com


CLIENT TESTIMONIALS



AGENT TESTIMONIALS



COMMON INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
"WHAT DOES A 'TYPICAL' SALES WEEK OR SCHEDULE LOOK LIKE FOR MOST AGENTS?"

- We each set our own schedule ahead of time for the upcoming week. Some agents and leaders 
plan their work/ life schedules out weeks, months, quarters, and even a year ahead of time in order 
to make sure they have time for not only their professional goals and responsibilities, but their family, 
friends, appointments, workouts, vacations, and other needed personal time as well!

- Our sales process is almost always completed face-to-face with our clients. Your days and weeks 
will usually consist of a combination of both cold calling in person at businesses within your territory 
as well as presentations and enrollments with current and potential clients that you've already 
scheduled into your calendar. The longer you're here and the bigger your book of business grows, 
you'll find yourself spending much of your time revisiting and re-servicing your existing client base 
as well.

- We also spend time with each other, whether it's on a morning call with your team, the weekly 
Agency Zoom meeting, a weekly scheduled check-in/ mentoring session with your sales team 
leader, an out-of-town traveling sales week, or a fun agency or company event! 

"HOW ARE SALES LEADS GENERATED?"

- We will never make you buy leads; we will, however, give you free leads for you to use!
- We have a customized CRM built for us by Salesforce, the #1 CRM company in the world.  This CRM 

too allows you to generate customized lists of all the businesses that are available for you to work 
with in your assigned territory, and it will have general information about every business on it. 

- We also ensure that all agents have access to ?Power Names? Lists for any territory they'll be 
working ? a list of all the current active policy holders and clients who live and work in and near that 
specific geographical area.  This really helps when building rapport and trust with a potential client 
you just met. If you grew up in a smaller town or a tight-knit community, you know how powerful a 
familiar name came be when establishing an open line of communication and building rapport with 
business owners and clients. 

"WHERE WILL MY TERRITORY BE?"

- We try to ensure that agents are usually not driving more than 30-50 minutes to their primary 
regular territory that they work in most of the time.

- Even though you will have a 'regular' territory, you aren't confined to working in just that area! You 
may sell to anyone, anywhere, anytime. The longer you work and grow in the sales side of this 
career, the more you'll find that your book of business and your client base have spread to 
neighboring communities, all over your home state, and often even to other states as well.  

"I'VE NEVER BEEN a 1099 INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR; WHAT ARE THE PROS AND 
CONS?"

- We're always happy to answer any questions you have on this topic by sharing our own personal 
opinions in your interview, but we also highly recommend you do your own independent research 
on this if you haven't already. There are great resources on the Internet, and you should also talk to 
any friends or acquaintances you know who are 1099 contractors and ask their opinions as well. 
There are definitely things that many would consider a pro or advantage of being a 1099 worker that 
other people would view as a con or a disadvantage, and vice versa.

- We personally like being 1099 contractors more than W-2 employees or we wouldn't be here!



COMMON INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
"WHAT MIGHT A 'TYPICAL' WORK DAY LOOK LIKE? WHAT TYPES OF PEOPLE WILL I BE 
TALKING TO THROUGHOUT THE DAY?"

First, there is no "typical" or perfect work day here as a salesperson, especially as you become a more experienced 
agent.  The better you plan and organize your schedule ahead of time, the more easily you will learn what a typical 
day will and should look like for you specifically in this career. 

- Here is what  a typical day should look l ike during a new sales professional's f irst  3 to 6 months:
- Most start their work day with a 30-minute team or agency call that is focused intentionally on good 

news as well as additional training and topics pertinent to developing your skills as a new agent. After 
that call, we are in the field approaching, talking to, and working with businesses in our  territory from 
about 8:30 AM t0 5:00 PM.  

- In a normal 8-hour work day, you will approach anywhere many new businesses to introduce yourself 
to them and let them know what you do.  You should expect to walk into a lot of 

- There are general ly 4 outcomes that  can occur when we walk into a new business:
a. Meet  w ith the owner or manager (3-5 times per day on average).  Here, you'll present our products to 

the owner, and you'll share with them how you can add value to their business by enhancing the 
benefits they already offer at no extra cost to their business.  On average, a new agent will set up or 
schedule 1 group employee presentation a day.

b. The owner or benefits manager may not  be there.  Sometimes when we first introduce ourselves to 
a business, the owner or key decision maker may not be physically present.  In this type of scenario, 
you will be trained on how to introduce yourself and present our products to any available employee 
that is there (if it is appropriate, of course).  Agents typically perform 5-6 of these presentations per 
day and close 1 sale (i.e. protect 1 individual  or family with 1 or more policies) when doing those types 
of presentations.

c. The business is extremely busy.  Sometimes the business you approach will be slammed with work 
when you walk in, and the timing is not right to sit down and present to them.  In this scenario, you will 
be trained on how to set an appointment with the owner or decision maker for a later date. (Agents 
typically set 3-5 appointments per day.)

d. The business is not  open-minded to speaking w ith you.  As you might expect, sometimes when you 
introduce yourself in a business, the person you're speaking with may just be closed-minded.  In this 
case, it doesn't matter who you are or what you are selling, they won?t be open to talking with you.  
You will be trained on how to save time and move on quickly in these cases while still leaving them in 
a great mood. 

- Al l four of these scenarios are inevitable and also vital to having a good day in our business! Through 
working our sales systems and processes day in and day out, your calendar will quickly fill up with both 
group-style employee presentations and individual appointments. 

 "DO YOU OFFER TRADITIONAL BENEFITS?"

- Rolling out currently as of August 2023: Globe Life now offers a benefits program tailored specifically to 
independent contractor workers which will be offered to you 60 days after your start date. 

- You may choose the Globe Life benefits offered either at your 60-day mark or once every year during open 
enrollment season.

- If you'd like additional options past the Globe Life corporate plans, many of us simply manage our own 
benefits plans independently, as there are quite a few medical, dental, and vision insurance companies that 
you can obtain benefits through in your state. If you have questions about how to obtain or manage your own 
benefits independently, we're happy to help you navigate all of the options and point you in the direct that 
works best for you. 



YOUR QUESTIONS
We're sure you may have some unanswered questions still, please feel free to jot them down 
here in the space below, print this sheet (or the whole packet if you like), and have it handy to refer 
to during your interview:

 

COMMON INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

"HOW DO THE SALESPEOPLE GET PAID?"

- We get it -  the money stuff is important to us, too! Please note that  the details of the ful l compensat ion 
package are covered with candidates who are invited to a second interview with the sales team after 
their init ial phone interview.  In the meantime, here are the most common things people want to know about 
sales pay:

- We offer all new salespeople the option of a weekly draw pay plan that ensures you will earn a 
minimum of $750 per week while starting your career here.

- The draw pay plan is optional; you aren't required to take it. (This is usually a relief for people who 
have previous performance-based sales experience or those who don't want it because they're 
concerned it will make them complacent,)

- The draw pay plan is available for your first 6 weeks in the field (basic minimum work requirements 
must be met while receiving draw pay). We've found that most people who prepare properly for 
success in this career generally ask to transition off of the draw plan by the end of their first month or 
sooner.

- You will start getting paid as soon as you start actually working out in the sales field, even while 
you're in training. Your first three weeks or so of field work will be spent training with your trainer; they 
will be teaching you the ropes and helping you make sales with their assistance (and you'll have 
ample opportunities to make some sales calls and sales by yourself as well).

- Draw pay is received every Friday for the previous week worked. Commission pay is slightly different 
and is paid after each sale is submitted to the corporate office and processed (generally within one 
business week or less.) 
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